Patient satisfaction with radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up for the management of thyrotoxicosis
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Background and objective: Patient satisfaction is of paramount importance when delivering a patient-centered service. Our hospital has been a center for the use of radioiodine to treat thyrotoxicosis for several years, but we began carrying out patient satisfaction surveys and implementing changes after 2008. The aim of the project reported here was to assess patient satisfaction with our radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service, and to compare results with our previous surveys.

Patients and methods: Anonymous patient satisfaction questionnaires were sent to all patients who received radioiodine treatment for thyrotoxicosis between January 2012 and December 2013. Patients were asked to answer four questions concerning informed consenting, treatment, and telephone follow-up using a four-point Likert scale, and post back the questionnaires. A suggestion box was included for comments and suggestions for improvement.

Results: A total of 56 questionnaires were posted out (to 44 females and 12 males) and 34 questionnaires were returned (60.8% response rate). Between 94% and 100% of the responders, depending on the question asked, were satisfied with the service they received. Patients also put useful comments and suggestions in the suggestion box provided.

Conclusion: Patients with thyrotoxicosis were satisfied with our radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service. This survey has revealed areas for service improvement, and highlights the importance of patient satisfaction when assessing a patient-centered service.
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Introduction
Thyrotoxicosis
Thyrotoxicosis is a hypermetabolic condition due to overactivity of thyroid gland. In the UK the prevalence is about 2.0% in women and about 0.2% in men.1 Patients with thyrotoxicosis usually present to their general practitioner (family doctor) who then refers them to an endocrinologist for specialist care, during which time a management plan is formulated. After informed discussion, patients are commenced on an antithyroid drug (usually carbimazole) and asked to have regular blood tests to assess improvement. Medical treatment with antithyroid drugs can take up to 12–18 months and the condition can relapse after treatment in 50% of cases. If medical therapy fails then surgical removal of the thyroid gland or radioiodine ablation of the thyroid gland is the definitive treatment of choice.2
Radioiodine treatment
Radioiodine treatment has been used for benign thyroid disease for more than 60 years. This treatment takes advantage of the ability of the thyroid gland to take up iodine for thyroid hormone synthesis. The \(^{131}I\) isotope-labeled iodine destroys the gland such that 80%–90% of patients become euthyroid within 8 weeks of receiving a single dose. Most of these patients will become hypothyroid thereafter and require life-long thyroxine replacement therapy.

Our previous satisfaction surveys
Peterborough City Hospital has been a center for radioiodine treatment for thyrotoxicosis for several years, but the service was transferred from an oncologist-supervised service to an endocrinologist-supervised service in 2008, and the telephone follow-up service was added during that period. Soon after that we began carrying out patient satisfaction surveys with the aim of assessing and improving patient experience with our service. No previously published or validated patient satisfaction questionnaire (PSQ) was found available to assess patient satisfaction with a radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service, so we devised our own PSQ. There were four questions, which covered four main domains: (1) patient satisfaction with the discussion and informed consenting procedure before receiving treatment, (2) satisfaction with the treatment process on the day of radioiodine treatment, (3) satisfaction with the post-treatment telephone follow-up service, and (4) satisfaction with the overall service. Each question required a response on a four-point Likert scale (“Strongly agree”, “Agree”, “Disagree”, and “Strongly disagree”). A box was also provided on the PSQ for comments and suggestions for improvement.

During our previous surveys of 2009 and 2011 the PSQ was posted to patients who had radioiodine treatment during the periods 2008–2009 and 2010–2011, respectively. Results indicated that 89% and 94% of patients were satisfied with the overall service in the 2009 and 2011 surveys, respectively. We made improvements concerning informed consenting, experience on the treatment day, and calling patients to inform them of their blood test results and management changes. We also put all patients who had radioiodine treatment on a recall register so that follow-up calls could be made in a timely fashion, even if the patient forgot to call us first.

Importance of this satisfaction survey
Radioiodine treatment for thyrotoxicosis can be scary for some patients and the introduction of a telephone follow-up service (telemedicine) is a new phenomenon for this group of patients. It is important that patients are given the opportunity to give us feedback on the service they receive, not only to assess patient satisfaction but also to highlight areas for service improvement.

Therefore, the aim of the study reported here was to assess patient satisfaction with our radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service, comparing results with our previous two surveys carried out in 2009 and 2011, so as to make improvements in service provision and patient satisfaction.

Materials and methods
Treatment pathway
Patients of our center are seen by the endocrinologist for informed consenting, prescribing, and setting a date for radioiodine treatment. Patients are asked to stop any antithyroid medication a week before the radioiodine treatment. The treatment is given in our outpatient department on a Friday and the patient is given a pathology request form to have a blood test on a Friday in exactly 6 weeks. The patient then informs us of the test by telephone so that telephone follow-up can take place to discuss test results and further management. The patient is also given a “yellow card”, which contains information that reminds the patients of all the radiation protection precautions, the radiation dosage given, and contact information for further advice. The telephone follow-up service after blood tests not only helps to avoid treatment delays, but also reduces the need for unnecessary clinic appointments. Our radioiodine treatment pathway is shown in Figure 1.

Sample population
We have an average of 30 patients a year for radioiodine treatment. The sample population consisted of patients who had received radioiodine treatment for thyrotoxicosis between the months of January 2012 and December 2013. The patient list was obtained from the Radioiodine Treatment Recall Register and patients’ postal addresses were obtained from the Patient Administration System.

Questionnaires and administration
The PSQ devised in 2009 was posted to all patients from the sample population mentioned. The PSQ had no patient details, were completely anonymized, and were posted by an independent helper with a stamped, self-addressed envelope enclosed. The timeframe for the collection of returned questionnaires was 6–8 weeks. The postal and collection method used for this survey was the same as that used for
Our previous two surveys. The data obtained from this survey were analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively.

This PSQ had already been assessed and passed by our Care Quality (Patient and Public Experience) department and had been used for the two previous surveys. As this survey was registered with our Quality, Governance and Compliance Department, ethical approval was not required before commencement.

**Results**

**Sample description**

A total of 56 patients had treatment over the 2-year study period. There were 44 females and 12 males with an average age of 57 years (range: 34–90). None of these patients had coexisting thyroid eye disease requiring concomitant steroids (prednisolone) therapy. Patients had a fixed dose of radioiodine (550 or 800 MBq).

**Response to questions**

The PSQs were posted out to all the 56 patients who had had radioiodine treatment over the 2-year period. Out of these, 34 completed questionnaires were returned (60.8% response rate). Table 1 shows the four questions used in the PSQ along with corresponding results from the 34 responders. Overall, 94%–100% of responders, depending on the question asked, were satisfied (“Agree” or “Strongly agree”) with the radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service. All responders (100%) had a satisfying experience on the day of radioiodine treatment. Table 2 shows the number of satisfied (“Agree” or “Strongly agree”) responses to each question compared to the same results from our two previous patient satisfaction surveys done using the same questionnaires. The total numbers of satisfied responses to each survey (2009, 2011, and 2013) are also shown and indicate sustained patient satisfaction with our service.

**Table 1** Questions used in the questionnaire with corresponding results from 34 responders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Do you feel you received adequate explanation about radioiodine treatment before having the treatment?</td>
<td>19 (55.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Do you feel you had a satisfactory experience on the day of receiving your treatment?</td>
<td>24 (70.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Concerning your blood test 6 weeks after treatment, do you feel you had a prompt response from the doctor regarding blood test results and further treatment?</td>
<td>23 (67.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Overall do you feel the care you received during and shortly after radioiodine treatment was satisfactory?</td>
<td>21 (61.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two patients were not satisfied (“Disagree”/“Strongly disagree”) with the post-treatment telephone follow-up service, indicating that the service concerning discussing the 6-week blood test result and management changes thereof needed improvement. One patient was not pleased with the overall service, in particular the point about not receiving adequate explanation during informed consenting about a post-treatment side effect (this patient also left a comment).

Comments and suggestions
A total of 17 responders (50%) made useful comments and further suggestions for improvement of the radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service. The comments and suggestions are shown in Figure 2.

Comments indicating areas for improvement
One responder commented on the fact that, during the interview, there was no warning given about the possible return of symptoms between when the antithyroid medication is stopped and when the radioiodine treatment will begin to work. The other responder was unhappy with the overall service because of severe muscle pain after treatment. This responder also wrote a letter saying that if she had known about the possibility of this side effect, she would not have volunteered to have the radioiodine treatment. Another responder commented on the fact that there was no information concerning the complete handover of care to their usual family doctor once the radioiodine treatment had worked and long-term levothyroxine replacement had been started. Another responder gave us the impression that the communication of results and management plans to patients’ family doctors needed improvement.

- No improvement needed for this treatment, as I was followed closely at each stage.
- I was dealt with promptly also to which I am thankful. Many thanks.
- I found the endocrinologist to be a pleasant man who explained everything clearly. A real gentleman.
- I cannot fault any of my treatment[,] everything was explained to me gently, also cannot fault the treatment I had while in hospital before my treatment, many thanks for the endocrinologist and his team.
- I received such wonderful care and kindness for which I give my grateful thanks.
- No comments.
- Thank you very much, everything is fine.
- Felt supported at all times. Excellent care, thank you.
- Very satisfied with treatment. Well done.
- Keep up the excellent work.
- My own doctors questioned blood tests and seem to be not “up to speed” with my treatment.
- Possible warning of enhanced symptoms of over-activity with the interval between stopping medication and satisfactory action of the radioactive iodine could be helpful.
- None.
- Due to the long gaps between tests, thyroid patients spend long period without support. This worry is increased by what appears to be a complete handover to the GP after radioiodine treatment. Would have helped to have known this in advance.
- Promptness of follow-up calls much appreciated.
- I received excellent care; suggestion for improvement would be hard to find; many thanks.
- Very dissatisfied with the treatment side effects. Would not recommend this treatment to anybody.

Figure 2 Comments and suggestions for improvement made by responders for improving the radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service.

Abbreviation: GP, general practitioner.
Comments indicating satisfaction
Eleven responders made comments indicating that they were satisfied with the service as a whole. Another two responders indicated “No comment” in the box provided.

Discussion
Patient satisfaction is of paramount importance when delivering a patient-centered service. We assessed patient satisfaction with the service provided and compared the results with those of our two previous surveys done in 2009 and 2011. Results of this survey indicate that there is sustained patient satisfaction with our radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service.

Implications to our service
The results of this survey have provided us with valuable quantitative and qualitative information, which has helped us to improve our service in relation to patients needs. First, it became apparent that we needed to improve the 6-week telephone follow-up call service. This is a crucial time for patients who need to know if the radioiodine treatment has worked and whether they can start taking life-long thyroxine replacement therapy or need another blood test at a later date. As previously mentioned patients did their blood test on a Friday and informed us the Monday after, resulting in a 3–4-day delay before getting a callback and another 1–2-day delay if they needed new medication. In light of this we have changed the 6-week blood test from the Friday to the Monday of that same week, so that patients can get a call from the endocrinologist within 24–48 hours of having their blood test. Hopefully this will improve patient satisfaction with the post-treatment telephone follow-up service.

Secondly, in response to the comments concerning inadequate provision of pretreatment information, we have now mentioned in the patient information sheet the possibility of symptoms from post-treatment hypothyroidism occurring prior to or in between blood tests.

Thirdly, because antithyroid drugs are stopped a week before treatment and not restarted after treatment, we have mentioned in the patient information sheet the possibility of an exacerbation of symptoms of thyrotoxicosis and the possible need for symptomatic treatment during the waiting period.

Lastly, we have included a statement to remind patients that they will be followed up by their family physician once the radioiodine has worked and they have started long-term levothyroxine, but patients can still call the endocrinologist for advice.

Possible reasons for high satisfaction
Results from our three surveys demonstrate high satisfaction rates with the radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service. All patients are provided with up-to-date information concerning radioiodine and given contact details of the health care provider that does the informed consenting, gives the treatment, and does the telephone follow-up calls. Additionally, patients are able to have their treatment on a date convenient to them. Patients are also made aware of the treatment pathway or service flow. All these factors could be contributory to the high satisfaction rates observed. Further patient satisfaction surveys, which include follow-up one-to-one interviews (face-to-face or telephone) with all the patients would be useful in elucidating possible contributory factors to maintaining the high patient satisfaction rates with our service.

Previous studies in this field
Obtaining patients’ perspective on disease and its management through satisfaction surveys is important when delivering patient-centered care. As far as we are aware, there are no published data looking at patient satisfaction with a radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service, from informed consenting to the post-treatment telephone follow-up phase. A previous survey concentrating on radioiodine treatment demonstrated that 96% of patients were satisfied with radioiodine treatment for thyrotoxicosis. A more recent survey concentrating on just telephone follow-up for thyroid function test results also indicated a similar satisfaction rate. This current survey is the first, as far as we are aware, to have looked at patient satisfaction with the combination of a radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service.

Study limitations
This study has its limitations. Firstly, there was a response rate of 60.8%, which is similar to that reported in other mail surveys. Nonetheless, it would have been useful to know the characteristics (eg, age, social class, etc) of the nonresponders versus the responders so as to ascertain possible reasons for the nonresponse. The questionnaires were anonymous so we could not interview nonresponders and responders to assess the extent of any nonresponse bias present in this study. Secondly, we could not perform follow-up calls or send follow-up letters to remind those patients who did not respond. Follow-up calls or letters would probably have improved the response rate. Thirdly, because of the small sample size we could not assess for any statistical
significance concerning the numerical improvement in the satisfaction scores over the three surveys. Additionally, because of the small sample size the findings may not be generalized to other health care centers. Finally, the period between receiving radioiodine treatment and then receiving the PSQ would be significantly different for each patient, and this variable could have influenced individual responses to the questions. Therefore, a prospective design with a larger sample size would greatly enhance the qualitative and quantitative power of a future survey.

Conclusion
This patient satisfaction survey has demonstrated that patients are satisfied with our radioiodine treatment and telephone follow-up service for the management of their thyrotoxicosis. This survey has also demonstrated areas for service improvement, which should be the aim when using patient satisfaction surveys to assess patient-centered care. We hope to repeat this patient satisfaction survey in 2 years.
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